
 

Panic and Run: Ready for CineCoup’s Top 15 

Toronto, April 25, 2013 – Fresh, funny, and female-driven, Panic and Run will have crowds flocking 
to Cineplex theatres across Canada. cc:Productions presents a drama-comedy following a 17-
year-old girl with a panic attack disorder who must learn to overcome her past through the help of 
an old man dying of cancer.  

A focus on mental health takes a comedic approach to provide a refreshing perspective on the 
coming of age of a teen girl. With an emotional and compelling script, and a passionate crew, 
Panic and Run is sure to clinch a spot in CineCoup’s Top 15, and be on their way to be featured at 
Cineplex theatres.  

Our Event 

cc:Productions is hosting a meet and greet for fans and media to come out and get to know the 
Panic and Run team. Sure to be a blast, the event will be held Thursday, April 25 at 7 p.m. at a 
local bowling alley. For more information check out our CineCoup page at 
www.CineCoup.com/PanicandRun 

Meet the Panic and Run Team 

Carley Smale, Writer, Producer 

Carley is a writer/filmmaker from Peterborough, Ontario who discovered her love for storytelling at 
a young age. She believes writing is about inspiring, redefining stereotypes, providing something of 
substance and above all, doing it with a consistent fire and passion. Carley has been writing Panic 
and Run since high school and is working hard to bring the script to life. 

Victor Gravili, Publicity 

Victor is a young communications professional from Toronto who specializes in social media, 
media relations and public relations. He has worked on many PR campaigns and is excited to 
focus on Panic and Run! You can often find Victor tweeting and socializing. His favourite movies 
include Million Dollar Baby and Celeste & Jesse Forever. 

Alena Boczek, Marketing Strategist 

A communications professional by trade, Alena Boczek was born and raised in Wasaga Beach, 
Ontario. With a passion for the creative, and an appreciation for the influential and evocative nature 
of a story well told, she’s honoured to be part of the Panic and Run team. 

 

To find out more about Panic and Run please visit www.cinecoup.com/panicandrun/hype-it  


